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G3-M
Medium Sized Ergonomic Grip
The G3-M is a medium sized ergonomic, modular and customizable 
grip handle. This new handle offers comfort, flexibility, and robust-
ness for a multitude of operator control applications. The design of 
the G3-M is slightly smaller than the G3-C and offers ruggedness, 
while providing essential control solutions, in a smaller package. The 
feel of the new design accommodates operators with and without 
gloves without sacrificing comfort. The G3-M also incorporates a 
large offering of standard faceplates that can be oriented from 0, 90 
and 180 degrees. These faceplates utilize a variety of OTTO’s push-
buttons, rockers and Hall effect products. The faceplate can also 
be custom configured with various OTTO switches based on the 
application requirements. In addition, the G3-M offers an optional 
trigger integrated in the grip handle. 

The G3-M can be panel mounted as a fixed control grip or it can be 
mounted on an OTTO JH, JHL and JHM joystick. Combining the 
grip handle with a full featured OTTO joystick base results 
in an integrated, rugged, and reliable operator control 
solution. When combined with the JHL joystick, we also 
provide a bent shaft option to angle the grip 0, 5, 10 or 
15 degrees from vertical.

∙ High performance ergonomic grip in a smaller package
∙ The grip can be used with either the left or right hand
∙ Numerous standard faceplate design options
∙ Custom faceplate designs available
∙ Available with or without trigger
∙ Various mounting and termination styles available
∙ Modular design provides high level of customization              
  and reduces the need for tooling charges
∙ Compatible with OTTO JH, JHL and JHM series Hall                    
  effect Joysticks
∙ Accommodates a wide variety of OTTO pushbutton,                 
  rockers, toggles, and Hall effect switches

Features

G3-M grip with G2 
style faceplate

G3-M grip with 
G2 style faceplate    
customized with 

HWTS

G3-M grip with 
J2 style faceplate 
customized with 
Large FNR K1S 

G3-M grip with 
J2 style faceplate 
customized with 
Large FNR K1S 
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